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The Clarke house is a two-story brick structure with two low-pitched gable roofs, 
The rectangular house measures 30' 4" x 72', with a single-story square 
projecting porch, approx. 18* x 18 T , on the south side. The house sits on 
a base formed by a band of concrete, and has a partial basement. The red-brown 
brick of the house is highlighted by the projecting bands of grey concrete 
that frame the casement windows, the dark painted cornice ends and bargeboards, 
as well as the grey-green of the roof. The second story porch at the intersec 
tion of the livingroom and main entrance (east end) is painted an ultramarine 
blue.

The main elevation is marked by a large arched window on the street level and 
a band of five casement windows above. The casement windows are ornamented with 
leaded glass, with the two end windows smaller than the remaining recessed win 
dows. There is an attached garage on the west side. The arched window is 
repeated in the garage and in the stairway to- the cellar. '

The color scheme of the exterior is carried through in the interior to a fuller 
degree. The fireplace brick is a golden buff. Over the mantel the colors 
range from ultramarine blue to ivory and gold. Pilasters and pier capitals 
are painted blue. Furniture and room accents were designed specially for the 
house, and fit within the color scheme planned by the architect, Barry Byrne, 
and his interior consultant, artist Alfonso lanelli.

The Interior plan is formed by two interlocking rectangular wings, with only 
the projecting sunporch deviating from this tight plan. It has been described 
by Alien Brooks (p. 290), as a"bold and heavy example of massing with precise 
geometric shapes of broad, unbroken surfaces and crisp, clean, edges."

Alterations to the house include modest kitchen remodelling and the addition 
of central air conditioning. The bas relief placed above the fireplace was 
also removed by a subsequent owner.
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The Clarke house is a good example of the mature work of Francis Barry Byrne. It 
has been described as one of Byrne 1 s best works, for its clean, geometric 
massing of interlocking rectangles, and for its simplicity and greater 
independence from the influence of the ;Prairie School.

Studying for 6 years in Frank Lloyd Wright's Oak Park Studio, Byrne received his 
Prairie School training between 1902 and 1908. In 1913 he assumed the 
practice of Walter Burley Griffin, and worked in the final stages of the 
development of Rock Crest/Rock Glen, a planned residential project in Mason 
City, Iowa. It is in the Page house, built by Griffin in 1912, that the 
seeds of the Clarke design are found.

The arched windows, reminiscent of Richardson's Romanesque motif, originate 
from the Page design. The intersecting one- and two-story sections also come 
from the earlier work. The plan from the Franke house, built in 1914 by 
Byrne, seems to have influenced the Clarke design.

The Clarke house plan grows out of the Prairie School idiom of open and 
flowing plans. The continuity of space is evident in the first floor 
plan. The living room, dining room and entrance hall share a single 
space subdivided by screen walls and the fireplace. Screen walls do not 
stretched the entire height of the rooms, but leave an open space at eye 
level in each room, further adding to the sense of continuity. This motif 
is most evident in the built-in bookcase in the living room and its 
relation to space in the dining room.

Byrne 1 s forms are deeply rooted in the indigenous American forms of the 
Prairie School, as seen in his organic use of ornament. His integration of 
structural elements into the formal design stems from his Prairie School 
training. In his handling of decoration, however, Byrne moves away from the 
school of Wright by using simpler forms. Doors are simple flushed planes, 
and trim for the windows, doors and baseboards are plain and flat. Byrne 1 s 
color scheme also deviates from earlier Prairie School projects and uses European 
De Stijl-like colors in favor of the natural earch tones popularized by Wright. 
Brooks (p. 328) sees Byrne 1 s Clarke house design as moving away from the 
formal expressions of the Prairie School, although not from its ideals.

See continuation sheet
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Verbal Boundary Description, cont.:
where an extension of the N line of Block 26 would intersect center of highway, 
W on N line of Block 26 to beginning.

Significance, cont.:

Also interesting is the presence of an attached garage in such an early 
design. Dr. Clarke owned one of the first automobiles in Jefferson County. 
The garage is separated from an upstairs bedroom by a fireproof ceiling. 
Also innovative are the 4-foot-wide eaves, cut to form built-in gutters.


